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„You have noted my grief;
store my tears in your jar.
Are they not recorded in your book?“ 

                    -Psalm 56:8

Store my tears in your jar.

We don’t know the psalmist’s name and we don’t know the enemies who threaten and intimidate her. In this
moment of isolation and despair she remembers her mother at the bedside, counting her tears when the world
was falling apart at night. In an act of bold imagination she visualizes her God doing the same. But she expects
more from her mothering God: “Store my tears in your jar. Be sure that none of them is forgotten. Keep a record
of each of them.” Is she thinking of those large, clay jars in her home, used to store the water for drinking,
cooking, and washing? The water had to be collected from the well. Valuable, precious and life-giving water!
The ability to store it, was a matter of survival, especially during times of severe drought. To think of one’s
personal tears as being stored in such a clay jar is to make a profound statement of hope: Our tears are as
precious, promising and life-giving as drinking water. We cannot do without them.

The psalmist needed the reassurance that her tears will not just disappear and be forgotten like a drop of water
falling on a hot stone. If God has anything like the memory of her mother, than her God  will remember and
hold the perpetrators accountable. It might be a small comfort to those suffering humiliation and violence. And it
should certainly not be misunderstood as a kind of cheap consolation that one day, in the world to come,
wrongs will be made right. We agree with Ecclesiastes’s uncompromising stance that any delay of justice is a
travesty of justice. But when police files disappear and witnesses are silenced, God is summoned to be a witness
of the victim’s tears. Such knowledge should not never be taken as an excuse to look away, but rather deepen
our commitment to justice and the protection of everyone’s dignity. If our psalmist can feel so deeply and speak
with such conviction, how much stronger must God’s passion for justice be. The book of Revelation envisions a
God who will wipe away all tears. But only at the end! Before that God collects and stores them in a jar big
enough to hold and enfold the endless flow of tears that marks the innocent suffering in the world. To speak with
the words of the prophet Amos, "justice will [indeed] roll down like a river." But our psalmist insists that it will be a
river of tears, intimately known to our God. 

Store my tears in your jar.

When we put together a photo album, we tend to focus on the joyous moments. A personal diary usually makes
it easier to also remember the sad and tragic moments. Writing about them can be therapeutic. Our biblical
tradition is a witness to the fact that with God our tears will not be forgotten and that such memory will be life-
giving. Our own remembering is held by God’s promise to remember. Reading through the bible, we ourselves
become a witness to such remembering, to both the triumphs and defeats of Abraham’s, Hagar’s and Sarah’s
children. In one of beatitudes in Luke’s sermon on the field Jesus says: “Blessed are you who weep now, for your
shall laugh.” In other words, blessed are those who allow themselves to mourn and weep, for such vulnerability
holds the promise of new life and even laughter. Sarah’s laughter of disbelief at the angels’ announcement that
she will give birth despite her old age is an example of such transformation. But such laughter is not a given
outcome. Jacob’s wife Rachel cries and dies giving birth on the road to Bethlehem. She is buried close to the
town of Ramah. According to the prophet Jeremiah, her weeping is heard again in its vicinity, when Israel’s
children are led into captivity and exile. The writer of Matthew’s Gospel hears Rachel weep over the slaughter of



the children of Bethlehem in the aftermath of Jesus’s birth. There is a river of tears that runs through Israel’s story.
Rachel’s weeping is not forgotten. It echoes through the centuries. It is a faithful witness to those exiled from their
own lives. The gift of tears resists the loss of memory.

It is true to argue that a tear on its own says nothing. Every tear is unique, comes with is own biography,
narrative context, and culture. Abraham laments the death of his beloved Sarah. Hannah weeps over her own
barrenness. Josef cries at the arrival of his brothers in Egypt. David and Jonathan rejoice in an emotional and
precarious reunion. Esther hopes that her tears will persuade her husband and king to protect Israel from the
spiteful plans of the court official Haman. King David’s tears of remorse and repentance are expressed in some
of the more confessional psalms. Job curses the day of his birth and is stricken with grief over his undeserved
suffering. Jeremiah’s tears are captured in a series of chapters known as “Jeremiah’s Confessions.”(Jeremiah 11-
12) In fact, the whole biblical book of Lamentation has later been attributed to the same prophet. His personal
tears are seen to represent the weeping of a whole nation in exile. Their songs of lament are heard at the shores
of the river of Babylon. The German language still speaks proverbially about people who cry easily as being built
close to the water (“Nahe am Wasser gebaut sein.”). The apostle Peter weeps over his threefold betrayal in the
night of Jesus’s arrest. Paul mentions in his second letter to the Corinthians what is now referred to by scholars as
Paul’s lost letter of tears: “For I wrote you out of great distress and anguish of heart and with many tears, not to
grieve you but to let you know the depth of my love for you.” (2 Corinthians 2:4) The writer of John’s Gospel
offers a moving portrayal of Jesus weeping at the grave of his friend Lazarus. In the context of John’s broader
theological intention, these tears speak to us of God’s profound solidarity with humankind. And Luke describes
Jesus weeping as he overlooks Jerusalem. 

This brief overview highlights the unique quality of every tear and its embeddedness in a concrete narrative and
socio-political context. Those tears signal different themes, taken up at various points in the Church’s history. For
the “desert fathers” tears were a sign of remorse, but also became the very medium which would allow the
prayer of repentance to be purifying and cleansing. In medieval times the weeping would not be limited to
mourning one’s inadequacies and sins, but would increasingly be an essential part of contemplating Christ’s
passion, in search of a deeper understanding of God’s grace. When Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the order
of the Jesuits, wrote his book of Spiritual Exercises (1541), he emphasized the importance of tears as a way of
accessing both genuine remorse and divine comfort. It is along those lines that Pope St Francis preached on the
gift of tears at the beginning of the Lenten journey and in the context of overwhelming revelations on sexual child
abuse by priests. St Francis encouraged his congregation “to ask for the gift of tears, so that one’s prayer and
path of repentance may become always more authentic and less hypocritical.” He presses the point that “It will
be good for us, to ask the question: Do I weep? Does the pope week? Do the Cardinals weep? Do the bishops
weep? Do the priests weep? Is there weeping in our prayer? You know that hypocrites cannot weep, they have
forgotten, how one weeps. They do not ask for the gift of tears.” (My own translation.)

Store my tears in your jar.

Our Judeo-Christian tradition values the gift of tears and promotes genuine embodiment, the integration of body
and Spirit. Faith is not limited to an edifice of moral teachings or a platform for philosophical speculations. It is
affirmed as being deeply experiential and seeking concrete bodily expression. Such embrace of everything
earthly and material includes an appreciation for our personal stories, with its limitations and possibilities. For
Christians, the spiritual journey is firmly grounded in the mystery of the incarnation, God’s willingness to become
one of us, fully human, sharing the experience of both life and death. In the same way we are called to fully
embrace the physical and material and learn what it means to become fully human. It is a downward movement
that encourages a greater faithfulness to and care for this earth and all its people. Such is the gift of tears.

Anthropologists remind us that our experience and interpretation of tears is strongly influenced by social and
cultural factors. I have been brought up in a cultural setting that does not encourage vulnerability and judges
strong emotions as inappropriate. I don’t feel comfortable being seen crying and I used to be deeply unsettled by



the tears of those close to me. As a counsellor I had to learn to appreciate the gift of tears and to not be too
quick to offer a tissue. I still battle when seeing family members hurting and crying. My immediate reaction is one
of helplessness, indignation, and at times even anger. Tears clearly make me feel powerless and useless. These
are strong emotions that invite shadow boxing. 

I have noticed a fascinating shift among psychologists from the use of the metaphor of catharsis to the one of
connection to understand tears. Sigmund Freud, for example regarded the gift of tears as one of washing away
psychic disturbances. Tears functioned as a kind of overflow and release valve. It resonated with evolutionary
theories of tears: The secretion of tears, initially caused by the irritation of a foreign object in the eye, over time
became associated with painful mental states. But not everyone who cries shows an improvement in mood and
at times feels rather worse. Meanwhile, the clinical psychologist Ad Vingerhoets argues that tears express a desire
for connection and signal to others the need for support and care, not unlike a baby’s crying to get the mother’s
attention. The gift of tears is said to be that they make us look friendlier, more honest and truthful. Such a person
appears more approachable and invites connection and empathy. Such desire for connection seems to be also
at the heart of what are considered tears of joy. In fact, some would argue that there are no real tears of joy. For
beneath such expressions of joy lies the awareness of the transitory nature of our lives. We know how fragile and
fleeting those moments of happiness and connection are. 

South African poet and academic Gabeba Baderoon closes one of her poems with the tender question: “How
not to be alone.” Tears signal isolation and disconnection.  Socrates maintained that “[t]he unexamined life is
not worth living.” This applies as much to the unobserved life. Such loneliness becomes even harder to bear in a
culture that does not encourage tears and is rather poor in emotional expressions. It is further aggravated by a
consumer culture that cherishes the perfect and flawless body, cleansed from any hint of vulnerability and
mortality. Such repression of tears comes at a high price. The same is true of congregational cultures that do
make room in their services for either honest exuberance or genuine lament. The theologian Dorothee Sölle
considered such reservation a betrayal of the Holy Spirit who has been given to us to comfort and lead
us in all truth. But it is also a denial of our being bodied beings. Our Judeo-Christian tradition affirms
the body as a dwelling place of the Spirit and believes in a bodily resurrection. Biblical spirituality is far
from esoteric and disembodied. It is holistic in outlook and encourages the integration of the material
and spiritual. This is why so much of our tradition is embodied in concrete and individual stories. The
psalmist knows them to be recorded in God’s book. But in her despair she formulates her deep
convictions of faith as a question, waiting for a response: "Are they not recorded in your book?“ 

Or is it rather a rhetorical question? For how can her grief not be recorded, if God is anything like her
mother.

Amen.
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